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Hello and welcome to this overview of Lotus Expeditor Toolkit.
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Agenda

� Introduction

� Installation and Configuration

�New Functions

�Detailed Descriptions

�Questions

The goal of this presentation is to introduce the Lotus Expeditor Toolkit. There will be an 
Introduction to the components that are part of the toolkit, followed by information on how 
to install and configure it. We’ll then talk about the new functions that have been added to 
the toolkit in this release and provide some details on each. 
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Overview

�Bundle Developer Kit (BDK) extends Eclipse PDE to develop client services 
projects and complements the Eclipse Visual Editor for Java™ to create rich 
client applications (SWT)
� PDE - Eclipse Plug-in Development Environment

�Web Tools work with Rational® Web tools or Eclipse Web Tools Platform 
(WTP) to deploy Web applications to the client

�Embedded Transaction Container Tools work with Rational EJB tools to 
deploy Embedded Transaction Applications to the client

�Mobile Web Services Tools enable client applications to consume and 
provide Web Services

�Portlet Tools work with Rational Portal tools to create JSR 168 portlet 
applications to deploy to the client

�Platform Builder enables custom desktop client platforms to be built
� Check your licensing agreement before you deploy custom client platforms

The toolkit provides a complete, integrated set of tools that allow you to develop, test, 
debug, package and deploy client applications. You can use the toolkit to develop a 
variety of applications, including rich client applications, web applications, embedded 
transaction applications, portlet applications, and web services applications.  Within the 
toolkit there are several tools components that support these activities. 

The first one listed here is the Bundle Developer Kit. It provides a framework for creating 
projects that run on the client platforms that we call Client Services projects and it is an 
extension of the Eclipse Plug-In Development Environment (PDE). 

Another major component within the toolkit is the Web Tools that support development of 
web applications. The Web Tools work in conjunction with either Rational Web tools or 
within an Eclipse and Web Tools Project environment. 

The toolkit also provides Embedded Transaction Container Tools that work with the 
Rational EJB tools to enable development of Embedded Transaction Applications for the 
client platforms. 

Mobile Web Services tools are provided in the toolkit, which supports development of 
applications that consume or provide Web Services in a secure manner. 

In this release, one of the major enhancements that is being provided are the Portlet tools. 
These tools can be used with the Rational Portal tools to create JSR 168 portlet 
applications for the client platform. 
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End-to-end tools are available that enable you to develop a variety of client and server 
applications in a single integrated development environment that is built on Eclipse 3.2.1. 
Other tools such as the Eclipse Visual Editor can be used to develop rich client platform 
applications with SWT. 

IBM provides tools such as Rational Application Developer (RAD) and Rational Software 
Architect (RSA) that can be used to develop Enterprise server applications. These 
products provide tools to develop Web applications, Web Services, Portlets and EJB’s. In 
addition to these development tools, Rational Software Architect provides integrated 
design and development tools that leverages model driven development. During this 
presentation, you may see the term Rational Software Development Platform used. This is 
a general term that refers to either RAD or RSA. 

Alternatives to RAD and RSA, including the IBM WebSphere® Application Server Toolkit 
(AST) or Eclipse 3.2.1 with the Web Tools Project are also supported. These platforms are 
not functionally equivalent to RAD and RSA, therefore users will not be able to take 
advantage of the full set of toolkit capabilities within these environments. 
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Lotus Expeditor 6.1 Toolkit – Software platforms

�Windows® XP or RedHat EL 4.0 WS
�Rational Software Architect V7.0, Rational Application 

Developer V7.0 or WebSphere Application Server Toolkit 
6.1.1
� Samples Gallery and WS-Security editors

� Full Java Server Faces (JSF) support with Rational Application Develop or 
Rational Software Architect

� Supports development of Client Services projects, Web applications, Web 
Services, Embedded Transaction applications, Portlets and Platform 
Builder projects

�Eclipse 3.2.1 and Web Tools Project (WTP) 1.5.1
� Supports development of client services projects, Web applications, Web 

Services and Platform Builder projects

The Lotus Expeditor Toolkit can be installed on RSA, RAD, AST or the Eclipse 3.2.1 IDE. 
With RSA or RAD, you will have access to the complete set of toolkit functions, including 
the Samples Gallery, WS-Security editors and full JSF support. In addition, you will be 
able to develop client services applications, Web applications, Web Services, Embedded 
Transaction applications, Portlets and Platform Builder projects. With AST, you will have 
access to the same set of capabilities provided in a RSA or RAD environment, with the 
exception of JSF support.  

The Eclipse 3.2.1 + WTP 1.5.1 environment is intended for those customers who need to 
develop Client Services projects, Web applications, Web Services and Platform Builder 
projects. 

If you are developing for devices, note that the Portlet and Platform Builder components 
are not available. 
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Lotus Expeditor 6.1 Toolkit - Prerequisites

� Hardware Requirements
�512 MB RAM

�500 MB free disk space

�x86 processors capable of supporting Windows XP/SP2 or RedHat 
EL 4.0 WS with GTK Support – Update 3

�Super vide graphics array/adapter (SVGA) (800 x 600) display 
minimum (1024 x 768 recommended)

� Software Requirements
�Microsoft Windows XP Service Pack 2 or RedHat EL 4.0 WS with 

GTK Support – Update 3
� IBM Rational Software Architect V7.0, IBM Rational Application Developer V7.0, 

WebSphere Application Server Toolkit 6.1.1 or Eclipse 3.2.1 with Web Tools Project 
1.5.1

You must ensure that each machine on which you plan to install the IBM Lotus Expeditor 
6.1 Toolkit meets the requirements shown on this slide.  
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Toolkit packaging

Lotus Expeditor Toolkit

\licenses
license.txt 
notices.txt

\
index.html (Welcome page)
autorun
autorun.inf

\docs
App Dev Guide 
Sys Admin Guide 
Release notes

Tools and reference libraries
(Eclipse update site)

Lotus Expeditor 6.1 test environment
J9/jclDesktop
J9/jclDevice

Web Services Tools

Samples

\Expeditor_toolkit

Bundle Developer

Platform Builder

Web Application Tools

Embedded Transaction 

Container Tools

Portlet Tools

Install and 
configuration

Note: Overlapping boxes denote runtime and build prerequisites

At this point in the presentation, we’ll move into discussion of the second item on the 
agenda, which is toolkit installation and configuration. When the toolkit package is 
downloaded from the website, the contents will be similar to what is depicted here. There 
will be a licenses and documentation directory in the package as well as a toolkit directory 
where the tools components and JREs will be packaged. 
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Installation steps

The toolkit is installed as an Eclipse update. The desktop toolkit installation installs as a 
single feature for ease of installation. The device tools are optional and can be installed 
when the desktop toolkit is installed or later on as a separate update. 

To install the toolkit, select Help > Software Updates > Find and Install in the IDE. For a 
first time install, you’ll select Search for new features to install and then press Next. 

Next, add the toolkit as an update site and press Finish.  This will take you to a dialog that 
enables you to select the features to install.  Select desktop for the desktop toolkit install 
and optionally select device to add device tools.  You will then be prompted to accept the 
terms of the license agreement, and following that a dialog will appear that shows you a 
summary of the features that will be installed. Press Finish on that dialog to perform the 
installation.  You will receive a prompt as the desktop toolkit feature and the device feature 
are installed. Select Install on each of those dialogs to continue with the installation 
process. Once the installation process finishes, you will receive a prompt to restart the 
IDE, which is typical after an Eclipse update is performed. 
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Configuration steps
� Prompt to set toolkit preferences on first startup or when new workspace is 

opened.

� Makes jclDesktop the default JRE and sets the Eclipse target platform to enable 
applications to be developed that target the client platform.

When the IDE starts up for the first time after the toolkit is installed, or when the IDE is 
opened using a new workspace, you will need to set preferences for the toolkit before you 
start developing applications for the Lotus Expeditor client platform.  Configuration 
assistance is given in the form of a pop-up dialog on startup.  The pop-up will ask if you 
wish to set these preferences, and by pressing OK in this dialog, the required steps will be 
performed for you.  The preference options that are set consist of setting the default JRE 
to jclDesktop, setting the compiler compliance level, and setting the Eclipse target 
platform. 

Once the toolkit is installed and configured you will be able to start developing applications 
that target the Lotus Expeditor client platforms. 
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Changing JRE selection
� Change the default JRE selection using the Installed JREs Eclipse preferences

You can change the default JRE by setting the standard Eclipse preference option found 
under Java > Installed JREs. You might do this for example if you are developing for 
devices, and you need to use the device JRE which is called jclDevice. When developing 
applications for the client, you should always select one of the JREs that are contributed 
when the toolkit is installed. This will ensure that the environment you are using for 
development and test within the IDE matches the target runtime. 

Now that you have an understanding of the toolkit components and how to install and 
configure it, let’s go to the next part of the presentation and discuss the new functions that 
have been added to the toolkit in this release. 
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New functions

�Portlet Tools
�Build and deploy disconnected portlets running on Lotus 

Expeditor

�Convert JSR-168 portlet projects to disconnected portlets

�Support for new client runtimes including launch, 
debug, build and export
�J9/jclDesktop

�J9/jclDevice

� Lotus Expeditor project templates

In this release, the following new functions have been added. One of the major 
enhancements in the toolkit is the addition of Portlet tools. These tools allow users to 
create Portlet applications that conform to the JSR 168 standard. These portlets can be 
run on the desktop client in the portlet container. This container supports running portlet 
applications either disconnected or connected and in addition to support for developing 
new applications, the toolkit allows conversion of existing portlet applications into Client 
Services Portlet applications that will run on the Lotus Expeditor client platform. 

Another new function that has been added in this release is support for the latest version 
of the Lotus Expeditor client runtimes. The toolkit provides an application development 
environment along with a packaged test environment for users to develop applications that 
run on the client platform. Users can create, build, debug and export projects that are 
targeted for use with the client. In addition, applications can be developed using 
jclDesktop or jclDevice to target the desired version of the client ( desktop or device ). 

In this release, we have also added project templates that can be used when creating 
Client Services projects. These templates are provided as a means of jump starting 
application development. 
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Enhancements

� Installs into RSDP 7.0 (Eclipse 3.2.1-based)

� Web Tools
�Improved JSF/JSTL integration
�Integration with Eclipse Web Tools Project (WTP)

� Embedded Transaction Tools
�Improved validation and developer notification

� Web Services and WS-Security Tools
�Supports WS-Resource Framework (WSRF)

�Support for Axis 1.3 and JSR-172 clients

� Platform Builder
�Provides extensions to Eclipse product configuration editor

�J9/jclDesktop and Java SE 5.0 support

In addition to these new functions, there are numerous enhancements that have been 
made to the toolkit in this release. As mentioned in the Overview, the toolkit is Eclipse 
3.2.1 based and this is the version of Eclipse that is included in version 7 of the Rational 
Software Development Platform.

Next, the Web tools have been modified in this release to extend the Web tools provided 
by the Eclipse Web Tools Project and in addition, we have improved JSF and JSTL 
integration. In this release, the JSF and JSTL libraries are no longer copied into the Client 
Services web projects and therefore these applications can be run without the need to 
manually remove these libraries. 

In the Embedded Transaction Tools, there is improved validation and developer 
notification. For example, when a non-Client Services project is converted to a Client 
Services project, the Embedded Transaction Tools will check the project for any EJB 
functionality that is not supported by the client runtime. If any such functionality is found, a 
panel is presented to the end user listing the details of the unsupported functionality. 

In the Web Services Tools, we have support for Axis 1.3 and JSR-172 clients. In addition, 
support was added for the Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF). 

Finally, in this release, the Platform Builder component has been modified to extend the 
Eclipse product configuration editor and it now supports export of a platform that includes 
jclDesktop in addition to Java SE. 
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Bundle developer kit

� Extends Eclipse PDE tools

� Provides project creation and configuration

� Application templates
�Basic Client Services
�Rich Basic Application

�Preference Page Basic Application

� Automated manifest management

� Provides set of PDE Target definitions

� PDE style launch
�Java SE, jclDesktop and jclDevice configurations
�Launch using selected Target definition

Now let’s take a look at the technical details of the new functions and enhancements that 
we’ve discussed.  The Bundle Developer Kit extends Eclipse’s PDE tools and it is the 
component in the toolkit that is responsible for creation of Client Services projects. 

During project creation, the user can select from a list of available Target definitions. 
Target definitions provide a convenient way to specify a set of runtime components and 
you an select components to be added to your project’s build path when creating the 
project. In addition, the Bundle Developer Kit can provide automated manifest 
management. This means that the Require-Bundle and Import-Package entries in the 
project’s manifest file are updated based on changes in the project’s Java code. When 
new package dependencies are added to the project’s Java code, the manifest file is 
automatically updated with the proper entries. 

Another option that has been added during Client Services project creation, is selection of 
an application template. Templates are provided that enable you to create a basic client 
services project, a basic preference page application, or a rich basic application to get a 
jump start on creating a rich client application with a perspective and a view. 

Finally, the Bundle Developer Kit provides a PDE style launch. This can be used to test 
applications and we have customized the launch configuration to add selection of the 
Target Profile and JRE. 
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Client services project types

Here, there is a list of the types of Client Services project that are supported in the toolkit. 
You can see that there are Client Services projects and fragment projects, Embedded 
Transaction projects, Web Projects, Web Services Projects and Portlet Projects. 
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Project creation – Client services project

During Client Services project creation, the wizard page on the left allows you to select the 
Target definition and then the runtime components to add to your project’s build path. On 
the right, there is a screen capture of the project creation wizard page that allows you to 
select a template. To create a basic client services project, do not highlight the template 
name and merely click Finish in this dialog. 
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Launch

On this chart, you can see the Bundle Developer Kit’s launch configuration dialog. This is 
a basic PDE-style launch but we have added a Target tab that enables selection of the 
Target definition that should be used for the launch. 
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Target definitions

� Replacement for Platform Profiles

� Provide grouping of features or plug-ins in the client 
platform
�Core

�Default

�Default Device

� Also defines related product, application, JVM and 
personality

� Users can add Target definitions

In this release, we are providing a replacement to the Platform Profiles that we had in the 
last release that are called Target definitions or Targets. This is a concept that is new in 
Eclipse 3.2, but is similar to the Platform Profile concept we had in our last release. The 
idea is to provide a means of grouping the features and plug-ins in the client platform. 
There are three Targets provided. The first is the Core Target. This Target is similar to the 
Core Platform Profile from the last release which was used with applications that had no 
GUI. The second is the Default Target that can be used for applications that have a user 
interface and last the Default Device Target is used when developing applications for 
devices. 

In addition to defining a grouping of features and plug-ins in the client platform, the 
Targets can define the product, application, JRE and personality that are intended for use 
with the Target. Users can define their own Targets in addition to those we provide. 
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Platform builder

� Allows packaging of applications and custom client platform 
(desktop)

� Eclipse Product Configuration wizard used to start

� Editor provided to manage the configuration

� Editor extends the Eclipse Product Configuration Editor

� Can select operating system of client platform

� Starts with list of features or plug-ins in Target definition

� User can add from the target platform or workspace

� Supports inclusion of language groups and JVM

� Allows test and export of configuration before deployment

The Platform Builder component allows you to package your applications along with 
features and plug-ins from the client platform. In this release, custom client platforms can 
be created that target the Lotus Expeditor Client for Desktops offering. The Lotus 
Expeditor Client for Devices offering is not supported. 

In this release, there is no longer a Platform Builder project type. The standard Eclipse 
Product Configuration wizard is used to create a configuration file within any project in the 
workspace. After the configuration file is created, an editor is used to manage the 
configuration. The editor provided as part of Platform Builder is an extension of the Eclipse 
Product Configuration Editor. The customizations that have been implemented in the 
editor include selection of a Target definition, selection of a JRE, selection of one or more 
language groups, and the addition of features and plug-ins from either the Target or the 
client platform. After making updates in the editor you have the option to test the 
configuration and to export it into a directory or a .zip file. 

Another capability that Platform Builder provides is that it allows you to select the 
operating system that the custom client platform will be deployed on. The significance of 
this is that you can package a platform for one operating system ( for example Windows ) 
while running the IDE on Linux®. Before deploying custom client platforms, you should 
check your licensing agreement. 
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Wizard and editor

Here, there are screenshots of the product configuration wizard and editor. The wizard is 
shown on the left, and the editor is on the right. The editor is a multi-page editor with an 
Overview, a Configuration, a Launcher and a Branding page. 
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Web services tools

�Support for Web Services similar to JSR-172 
�Client Stub Generator wizard

�Provider Configuration wizard

�WS-RF wizard

�WS-Security wizard and editors

�Support for Axis 1.3 (JSR-101) Web Services
�Client side tools

�Integration with Accounts API

Listed here are the capabilities in the toolkit for developing Mobile Web Services and Axis 
Web Services. For Mobile Web Services, the Web Services tools allow you to generate 
client code that consumes Web Services and to expose OSGi services as Web Services 
providers. An application that will consume a Web Service needs to identify the service 
end-point, typically a URL to a WSDL and then use the interface to invoke the Web 
Services provider. An application that will be exposed as a Web Services provider must 
implement a Java interface that defines the Web Service calls. There is a Mobile Web 
Services Client and a Mobile Web Services Provider wizard within the toolkit to help you 
accomplish these tasks. Security can be configured using the client and provider wizards. 
There are also Web Services Security Editors available that allow you to editor your Web 
Services security configuration for the client and provider. These editors are available in 
RAD, RSA and the AST environments. 

In addition to developing Mobile Web Services, the toolkit can also be used to generate 
Apache Axis based Web Services client code and the client platform’s accounts API can 
be used to define an Account for the Web Services. 
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Web services tools

This slide depicts the available Mobile Web Services wizards. The WS Resource Client 
and Provider wizards are part of the Web Services Resource Framework. 
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Web application tools

�Construct Web Applications
�JSP, Servlet, JSF, JSTL, and Struts support

�Deploy and Execute on the client runtime

�Convert or Retarget
�Run and debug Expeditor Applications on WebSphere 

Application Server

�Run and debug WebSphere Applications on Expeditor

Web Application tools enable development of Client Services web applications that use 
JSPs, servlets, Java Server Faces (JSF), JSTL which are JSP standard tag libraries and 
finally Struts. When creating an application for a device, Struts, JSF and JSTL are not 
supported. 

These Web Applications can be created, tested and debugged within the toolkit 
environment and can be exported and run on the client runtime like the other project types 
that the toolkit supports. 

There are options available for running and debugging Client Services Web Applications 
on a WebSphere Application Server and for running and debugging a WebSphere (or 
dynamic web application) on the Lotus Expeditor client. First, you can convert an existing 
WebSphere Web project into a Client Services Web project by using the Convert Project 
to Client Services project wizard. This will add the Lotus Expeditor artifacts to the project 
and the project’s classpath is maintained to match the class path environment that will 
exist in the runtime. 

In addition, a dynamic web application can be run on the Lotus Expeditor client platform by 
targeting the project’s runtime to the Client Services runtime using the project’s Targeted 
Runtimes properties. 
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Client services Web project

Here, in the upper left, we show the plugin.xml and MANIFEST file that are present in a 
Client Services Web project. These are Lotus Expeditor artifacts. Also shown is the 
location of Java code and web content. In the lower left and on the right there are screen 
captures of the Run on Server context menu and wizard that are used to run the Web 
application. When you want to test an application that is targeted for Lotus Expeditor 
within the toolkit environment, you should select the Client Services server type. 
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Portlet tools

�Construct JSR168 compliant portlet 
applications
�Faces, Basic and Empty portlet type support

�Deploy and Execute on client runtime

�Convert or Retarget
�Run and Debug WebSphere Applications on Expeditor

�Run and Debug Expeditor Applications on WebSphere

� Limited Portal type functional support
�Aggregation of portlets in JSP is supported 

�Portlet communication by way of  wiring is supported

Again, the Portlet tools represent new function in this release. These tools allow JSR 168 
compliant portlet applications to be constructed. When creating a Client Services portlet 
project, you can select the portlet type from a drop down menu in the wizard. Empty, Basic 
and Faces portlet types are supported. The portlet development tools within the toolkit 
allows users to create, develop, test and debug Client Services portlet applications. 

In addition, the toolkit provides the option of converting an existing WebSphere Application 
Portal Server based JSR 168 portlet application into a Client Services portlet project. And, 
you can also run and debug WebSphere JSR 168 portlet projects on Lotus Expeditor 
using the same Run on Server ability that is used when testing Web applications. 

Finally, there is limited support for aggregating portlets in JSPs and for wiring Client 
Services portlets. Wiring is used to facilitate inter-portlet communication, and aggregation 
allows multiple portlets to be displayed on a web page. 
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Portlet project

This slide depicts the project creation wizard for a Client Services portlet project and the 
project layout of the project. Remember that portlet tools are not available if you are using 
Eclipse and the Web Tools Project as your IDE. 
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Embedded transaction tools

�The runtime supports a subset of EJBs
� Stateless Session Beans

� Entity Beans (BMP and CMP)

�Construct runtime compliant EJBs
� Creating new Client Services Projects

� Converting existing Java EE EJB Projects

�Usage of functionality not supported by runtime reported 
� During conversion

� Within project in workspace

�Deploy, run and debug on client runtime

�Enhanced validators and quick fixes

The Embedded Transaction Tools are designed to support the subset of EJBs that are 
supported in the runtime. There is support for stateless session beans as well as Entity 
Beans, both bean managed persistence (BMP) and container managed persistence 
(CMP). 

Consistent with the other tools components, the toolkit supports both creation of new 
Client Services Embedded Transaction projects as well as conversion of an existing EJB 
project to a Client Services Embedded Transaction project. It also provides for test and 
debug of Client Services Embedded Transaction projects, and for exporting them to be 
deployed to the client platform. 

When developing or converting a project, we have added the capability in this release to 
detect functionality that is not supported by the runtime and to report errors. There are 
also project validators and some quick fixes provided to assist in error correction. 
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Embedded transaction project

This slide gives an example of the contents of an Embedded Transaction Container 
project. We have the same Lotus Expeditor artifacts here that we did with the other Client 
Services project types, and you can see the location where the source and generated 
code reside in the project. 
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Migration

�Projects from a previous toolkit release will be migrated when:
� A workspace that contains projects created using the previous release is opened

� A project created using the previous release is imported into the workspace

�Version 5.7.1 and 6.0 projects are migrated for most components

�There are limitations such as:
� Web applications and Embedded Transaction Container applications created using 

RAD or RSA are not migrated in an Eclipse 3.2.1 or AST environment

� Platform Builder does not migrate 5.7.1 projects

The Lotus Expeditor Toolkit will migrate projects that were created using previous toolkit 
versions for use with the V6.1 tools and client platforms. After the Lotus Expeditor Toolkit 
is installed, if you open a workspace that contains projects created using the tools from a 
previous release, the projects contained in that workspace will be migrated. While 
convenient, this approach is not recommended since once migration occurs, you will no 
longer be able to use the workspace with the previous release of the tools. 

Projects can also be migrated by importing the project from a previous workspace into a 
workspace that has been configured for Lotus Expeditor 6.1. When you do this, you will 
have the option to copy the project into the workspace, which allows you to preserve it in 
it’s original form. 

With the exception of Platform Builder, the Lotus Expeditor V6.1 tools components migrate 
projects from the 5.7.1 and 6.0 releases. Platform Builder migrates only projects from the 
6.0 release since it does not have support devices in this release. In addition, Web 
applications and Embedded Transaction Container projects created with Rational 
Application Developer or Rational Software Architect will not be migrated in an Eclipse 
3.2.1 or AST environment. 
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This concludes this presentation. 


